Life-affirming

adjective
Popularity: Bottom 10% of words

Definition of life-affirming

1. : indicating that life has value : positive and optimistic

Even though the heroine dies at the end, her struggle for a better world gives the movie a life-affirming message.

Construction Leads

Commercial Construction Project Leads for Projects In Your Area.
Seen and Heard

What made you want to look up *life-affirming*? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).

WORD OF THE DAY

**feign**

*play*

to pretend to feel or be affected by

Get Word of the Day daily email!

TRENDING NOW

1. **Carceral**
   Of, relating to, or suggesting a prison
2. **Surgery**
   The word has a special meaning in British English
3. **Filibuster**
   Senate Democrats launched a filibuster
4. **Assault rifle**
   A rifle designed for military use
5. **Glass Ceiling**
   Hillary Clinton is the presumptive Democratic nominee for president

SEE ALL

Words at Play
Spit Take

Don't drink anything while reading this

Is the Word 'Biceps' Plural or Singular?

Flex your linguistic muscles

9 Obscure Words for Feelings

Think 'there are no words'? Think again.

The Difference Between 'Person' and 'Personage'

Both words have personality

Ask the Editors

Alright vs. All Right

Is 'Alright' all right?
How Icy Greenland Got Its Name

Was ‘Even Icier Land’ taken?

Irregardless

It is in fact a real word (but that doesn't mean you should use it).

Weird Plurals

One goose, two geese. One moose, two... moose. What's up with that?

Word Games

Pants On Fire - A Quiz

Test your knowledge of words for lies, liars, and those being lied to. In other words, everyone.

Take the quiz

Word Puzzles

Challenge yourself with these word puzzles. Can you solve them all?
• Browse the Spanish-English Dictionary
• Browse the Medical Dictionary
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